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Hand Writing Analyst, Keynote Speaker & Entertainer
http://www.kmprod.com/elaine-charal

Bio
Elaine Charal is a Canadian, Toronto-based Certified Graphologist (hand writing analyst),
Keynote Speaker and Media Personality.
On January 23, 2018, she was featured on Breakfast Television (City TV) to celebrate National
Handwriting Day.
She received her certification through the International Graphoanalysis Society of Chicago and
also the American Handwriting Foundation, a handwriting association in the United States.She
has worked with over 150 companies for more than 20 years as a Certified Graphologist,
analyzing handwriting and assisting companies in making their hiring decisions. [morelink]

Topics

What Your Signature Says About Your Personality

(Keynote)

In today’s complex, new economy, it’s essential for employees to gain awareness of their
weaknesses and their true strengths to do their best work every day. This compelling and
relevant keynote experience challenges us to identify where we are strong and where we may
need to improve. With instant, renewed self-awareness, audiences will be able to deploy their

strengths and gifts wisely to avoid them becoming potential liabilities. Once they do so, they will
be re-awakened to new possibilities. As an option, guests will have an opportunity to get a oneon-one speed handwriting analysis done. [morelink]

Trade Shows & Customization
Notice how in this composite photo example, the sentence to be completed by the individual is
customized to reflect the host client and their business, industry, etc. Further, in utilizing the host
company's letterhead stationary, it not only makes for an excellent promotional/marketing tool,
but also by virtue of the letterhead stationary, guests always remember who provided this very
memorable form of entertainment. This is also a very effective promotional/marketing tool for
trade show vendors as Elaine will draw traffic to your booth.
Elaine Charal is represented by K&M Productions. For more information, fees & booking
certified hand-writing analyst Elaine Charal,contact us.

